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Emotional and Social Development
from One to Three

CHAPTER 11

Study Guide
Directions: Answer the following questions as you read the chapter. They will help you focus on the
main points. Later, you can use this guide to review and study the chapter information.

Section 11–1: Emotional Development from One to Three
1. Why are most children self-centered at eighteen months? [During infancy they learned that
caregivers will promptly meet their needs and desires.]
2. Identify and describe two causes for toddlers’ negativism. [Any two: (1) Desire for independence.
Saying “no” is their way of taking decision-making power. (2) Frustration because they want to
do and say more than their bodies and language skills allow. (3) Realization of separateness.
The child enjoys the independence but still wants closeness with the caregiver.]

3. When are temper tantrums likely to start? At what age do they usually stop? [Starts around
18 months and may last until age 3 or 4.]
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4. Identify which ages—eighteen months, two years, two and one-half years, and three years—are
generally calmer and which generally have more frustrations.
A. Calmer: [Two years, three years]
B. More frustrations: [Eighteen months, two and one-half years]
5. How do an eighteen-month-old and a three-year-old each typically express anger?
[Eighteen-month-old—Expressed physically and not directed toward any particular person or thing.
Three-year-old—Expressed verbally and less explosively and is directed toward the person or thing
that is seen as responsible for the problem.]
6. What are phobias? [Abnormal fears]
7. What is separation anxiety? [Separation anxiety is a fear of being away from parents, familiar
caregivers, or the normal environment.]
8. Describe three ways that caregivers can help toddlers deal with their fears. [Any three: (1) Offer
support and understanding without making them feel ashamed. (2) Encourage children to talk
about their fears. (3) Accept the fears rather than forcing children to confront them. (4) Read books
together about children who have fears. (5) Make unfamiliar situations more secure. (6) Teach
children how to control frightening situations.]

(Continued on next page)
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9. Describe three things a parent can do to reduce sibling rivalry. [Any three: (1) Show love and
affection to each child. (2) Give each child one-on-one time. (3) Avoid comparing one child with
another. (4) Let children take turns. (5) Do not accept tattling. (6) Talk to children about
their jealousy.]
10. What is a sign that toddlers are developing empathy? [They may try to comfort another child who
is unhappy.]
11. What differences cause each child to develop emotionally in a unique way? [Differences in
experiences and in temperament.]
12. How do children form their self-concept? [In response to the actions, attitudes, and comments
of others, especially those of parents or primary caregivers in children’s early years.]

13. Why is it so important for toddlers to have a positive relationship with parents and siblings?
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[It shapes the relationships that children have later in life.]
14. Describe at least two signs that a child has a healthy relationship with a parent. [Any two: (1) Seeks
approval and praise. (2) Turns to parent for comfort and help. (3) Tells parent about significant
events to share joy and sorrow. (4) Accepts limits and discipline without too much resistance.]
15. Identify the two sleep cycles. Which cycle is a deep sleep? In which cycle do dreams occur?
[REM sleep is when dreams occur. NREM sleep is a deep sleep.]
16. What are two signs that a child may be sleep-deprived? Why is the condition more apparent after
children start school?
[Any two: (1) Must be awakened in the morning. (2) Tired all day. (3) Has trouble thinking.
(4) Cranky and hard to get along with. More obvious in older children because they have to get
up early for school.]

(Continued on next page)
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Section 11–2: Social Development from One to Three
17. What is socialization? [The process of learning social skills in order to get along with family
members and others.]

18. What is the difference between parallel play and cooperative play? Which comes ﬁrst?
[Parallel play—Comes first and involves children playing near one another, but not really interacting
with each other. Cooperative play—Begins around age three and involves children actually
playing together.]

19. How concerned with helping and pleasing others are children of the following ages? Describe how
they demonstrate their level of concern.
A. Two: [Want to please others; sometimes willing to put wishes of someone else ahead
of their own.]
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B. Two and one-half: [May do something for one person but not another for no reason; they are
beginning to respond to the idea of fairness.]
C. Three: [Will share, help, or do things another person’s way just to please the person.]

D. Three and one-half: [Will share toys and put up with things they don’t like in order to be
with someone they like.]
20. What is a drawback to children spending almost all of their time with adults? [Children need
to feel comfortable with others their own age. If they begin to do this while they are young,
socialization is easier. Since adults are more considerate, children need to learn how to handle
having their feelings hurt by other children.]

(Continued on next page)
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21. At a child care center, two three-year-olds get into an argument. How should you respond? Why?
[First, assess the situation. If they are evenly matched and no physical or emotional harm is being
done, just observe. Children need to learn how to work out problems on their own. If someone may
be hurt, help them solve the problem. Guide them to find a solution rather than impose one.]

22. Jason is concerned about his three-year-old’s unusual behavior. Donovan has an imaginary friend that
he talks to a lot. Jason is embarrassed and wants to put an end to it. What advice would you give Jason?
[Possible response: There is no need to be concerned. An imaginary friend is a safe way for a child
to experiment with feelings and work through them. David’s imaginary friend will likely disappear
within a year or so.]

23. How does a parent’s guidance help a child learn self-discipline? [The parent’s firmness and
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understanding help children learn to control their own behavior.]

24. When fourteen-month-old Kayla began running after the family dog, her mother said, “Kayla, look
out the window at the little bunny.” What method of guidance was she using? If Kayla were age two
or older, what might her mother do to keep Kayla from hurting the dog?
[She was using distraction to guide Kayla. If Kayla was older, her mother could explain why Kayla
needs to treat the pet nicely.]

25. Why is consistency important when setting limits? [When parents enforce limits at some times
but not others, children learn that parents don’t mean what they say, and the children won’t take
the limits seriously.]

(Continued on next page)
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26. What is autonomy? Give an example of how parents can encourage their child’s autonomy in eating,
dressing, hygiene, or household tasks.
[Autonomy means independence. Examples will vary.]

27. Describe three ways that caregivers can promote sharing among toddlers. [Any three:
(1) Encourage activities that require sharing and taking turns. (2) Limit materials so that sharing
must occur. (3) Have children take turns handing out snacks. (4) Make clear that you want them
to share and take turns by talking about these behaviors.]

28. What kinds of aggressive behaviors do some two- and three-year-olds display? Is ignoring the misbehavior one acceptable course of action? Explain.
[Biting, hitting, kicking, and shoving. Caregivers shouldn’t ignore aggressive behavior, but should
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try to determine the underlying cause.]
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1. Help! Our three-year-old daughter has always seemed happy, but recently she started sucking her
thumb again. She even wet her pants a couple times in the past week, something that hasn’t happened
for more than a year. What could be wrong? What should we do?
[Possible response: It seems that something is bothering the child. You need to try to find what
it might be. Has there been a change in family life or in daily routines? Has the child shown any
other changes in behavior, such as less appetite for food? Is she in child care, and were there any
problems there?]
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2. My two-year-old cries every time I drop him off at the child care center. The caregivers tell me that he’s
ﬁne during the day, but it just breaks my heart to hear him cry. What should I do?
[Possible response: Your son is probably passing through the stage called separation anxiety.
This is a phase that will pass, and he will eventually stop crying. In the meantime, try talking
about the positive things that will happen at the child care center and reminding him of when
you will return. Avoid prolonging your departure from the center, but don’t sneak out on him.]

3. We’re expecting our second baby in four months. What should we say to our three-year-old daughter?
[Possible response: Since the baby is due so soon, it is important to talk to your daughter right away.
Explain that the baby will take a lot of attention at first, but that you still love her and will take care
of her. Point out ways that she can help you care for the baby.]

(Continued on next page)
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4. My two-year old has a temper tantrum almost every time we go to the supermarket. It’s gotten to the
point where I dread having to go to the store. How can I break him of this habit?
[Possible response: Try leaving the child at home when shopping, if possible. If you see a tantrum
coming, try distracting the child or leave the store.]

5. Ever since Brenna turned two, she says “no” to absolutely everything. When we ask if she’s hungry, or
ready to go someplace, or ready for bed—it doesn’t matter what the question is—she always says
“no”! How can we stop her?
[Possible response: Brenna’s negativism is typical for her age. Try offering choices that will not allow
for a “no” answer, such as “What do you want to do first, brush your teeth or wash your face?”]

6. Nguyen and I used to take a walk every afternoon, but, ever since a neighbor got a big dog, he doesn’t
want to go. The dog barked at him the ﬁrst day, and he’s been afraid to get near it ever since. How can
I get him to enjoy his walks again?
[Possible response: If possible, walk a different route that takes you away from the dog, at least
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until Nguyen no longer is troubled by taking a walk. Point out other dogs that haven’t bothered him
and that the dog is restrained in some way (if that’s the case), and so cannot hurt him.]

7. My twins are two and one-half. They seem to disrupt family activities all the time. When I praise Kara
for her block construction, Jimmy starts singing loudly nearby. When I admire Jimmy’s coloring, Kara
pushes her toy train across the page. What can I do?
[Possible response: Kara and Jimmy are competing for your love and attention. Tell both children
that you love them equally. Set aside time to spend with each one individually, as well as family
time together. Talk to them about their feelings and discuss the positive aspects of having each
other as brother and sister.]
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Analyzing Children’s Behavior
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his questions from one day and then, in the spaces provided, write the answers you think Mrs. Wallach
might give.
1. Shayna, who is two and one-half, sat for a long time just watching a boy about the same age play with
blocks. Is there something wrong with her that she’s not joining in?
[Possible response: Younger children like Shayna often engage in parallel play, where they play
alongside but not with other children. Sometimes they just watch, as Shayna did.

2. Joe was talking about somebody named Justin. But there isn’t anybody in the center or his family with
that name. One of the other staff members said that this was Joe’s imaginary friend. Is it okay for him
to have an imaginary friend?
[Possible response: It isn’t unusual for children this age to have imaginary friends. Justin will
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disappear when Joe no longer needs him.]

3. One time when two girls were ﬁghting over who would play with the ﬁre truck, you stepped in right
away. They were about eighteen months old. Why didn’t you let them work it out for themselves? Isn’t
it better for them to learn to solve their own problems?
[Possible response: The girls were too young to count on them working out the problem.]

4. You seemed to make a special point of praising that really quiet girl, Alexis. You told her how much
you like her ﬁnger painting, how much she helped in handing out snacks, and how well she sang during the music time. Why make such a big fuss over her, when there are lots of other kids who do more
or better than she does?
[Possible response: Alexis has low self-esteem and is very shy. She needs extra encouragement.]
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